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Significant progress has been made in the field of automatic test generation, and Dynamic
Symbolic Execution (DSE) is among the most effective techniques in this field. Despite
its success, DSE still suffers from various obstacles when applied on complex programs.
Users of DSE-based testing tools often experience three main categories of problems: the
object creation problem, external method call problem, and boundary problem. When these
problems arise, the testing tools present little information about the problem causes, leaving
the users in the dark. Furthermore, there is little visual (i.e., easy to digest) guidance readily
available to solve the problems effectively. The lack of guidance is especially troublesome
given that the tools do not scale well when the number of problems increases. As a result,
the time needed to investigate the root causes of the problems is prohibitive.
To address such issue, in this thesis, we propose a visualization approach named PexViz.
Our approach helps the tool users better understand and diagnose the encountered prob-
lems by reducing the large search space for problem root causes by aggregating information
gathered through DSE exploration. In this thesis, we illustrate the benefits of the visualized
information in assisting the tool users and our design decisions for such visualization. We
provide a comparison between the proposed approach and two related previous approaches:
IntelliTest, an industrial test generator available in Visual Studio 2015/2017, and an existing
state-of-the-art visualization approach, SEViz. Our initial comparison results on example
cases demonstrate the benefits of our proposed approach and its superiority over the related
approaches.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Manual testing is often time consuming and insufficient to achieve high code coverage. To
address such issue, various techniques for automatic test generation and their supporting
tools [1] are developed and adopted in industry. Among different techniques of automated
test generation, Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) [2–4] remains one of the most effective
techniques. DSE starts with concrete execution of the program under test with a randomly
generated input data or default input data (e.g., 0 for the integer input type). During the
concrete execution, the executed path of the program is tracked, and a series of constraints
are collected from the executed branching nodes (derived from branches taken upon con-
ditionals) of the program. Such constraints are named path condition. Any input data
satisfying the path condition will follow the same path as the executed path. Then DSE
uses a search strategy [5] to select a branching node in the already-executed path to flip.
Intuitively, flipping a branching node in the already-executed path refers to constructing
a new path that shares the same prefix to the node with the already-executed path, but
deviates and takes a different branch. A constraint solver is used to determine whether such
resulting flipped path is feasible. If the constraint solver determines that the constraints
in the new path condition for the flipped path are satisfiable and then further computes a
satisfying value assignment for the program inputs, then we have found a new test input
data to execute the program along the flipped path.
Although the DSE technique has been widely adopted as an effective way to automatically
generate test input data, users of DSE-based tools often experience three main categories of
problems [6–8] while applying the tools on complex programs. These three main categories
of problems are the object creation problem, external method call problem, and boundary
problem. (1) Object creation problem. When covering a branch in the program under
test requires specific desired states of a non-primitive program input (e.g., a receiver object
state or a non-primitive method argument), DSE may not be able to generate such desired
object states resulted from a constructed sequence of method calls. (2) External method
call problem. When covering a branch in the program under test requires specific desired
return values of an external method call (e.g., a call to a method whose body is not explored
by DSE due to its lacking access to the source or byte code, or due to its default configuration
on exploring only method bodies within the project under test), DSE may not be able to
trace from the constraints on the desired return values of an external method call to the
required constraints on the method arguments for the external method call to produce the
desired return values. Some common external method calls involved in such problem are
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system API calls with environment dependencies such as network, database, file system API
calls. (3) Boundary problem. When covering a branch in the program under test requires
a large number of explored paths, DSE may not be able to cover such branch because its
default exploration-resource allocation (such as the maximum number of explored paths
allocated to path exploration) is not sufficient. Such problem often occurs for a program
under test containing loops or complex string operations.
When these preceding problems arise, the testing tools present little information about the
problem causes, leaving the users in the dark. Furthermore, there is little visual (i.e., easy
to digest) guidance readily available to solve the problems effectively. The lack of guidance
is especially troublesome given that the tools do not scale well when the number of problems
increases. As a result, the time needed to investigate the root causes of the problems is
prohibitive.
To address such issue, in this thesis, we propose a visualization approach named PexViz.
Our approach helps the tool users better understand and diagnose the encountered prob-
lems by reducing the large search space for problem root causes by aggregating information
gathered through DSE exploration. Our approach currently focuses on two main categories
of encountered problems: the boundary problem and object creation problem. In particular,
our approach provides visualization to summarize the path-exploration results by collaps-
ing redundant exploration results through a Variant Control Flow Graph (VCFG) and then
encoding information gathered from the DSE process on top of the VCFG. By iteratively
interacting with the resulting graph, the users of a DSE-based tool can navigate through
relevant information when diagnosing the encountered problems. In this thesis, we illus-
trate the benefits of the visualized information in assisting the tool users and our design for
such visualization. To investigate the effectiveness of our approach, we provide a compar-
ison between our approach and two related previous approaches: IntelliTest (derived from
Pex [9, 10]), an industrial test generator available in Visual Studio 2015/2017, and an ex-
isting state-of-the-art visualization approach, SEViz [11]. Our initial comparison results on
example cases demonstrate the benefits of our proposed approach and its superiority over
the related approaches.
This thesis makes the following main contributions:
• A new approach of assisting DSE-problem diagnosis, named PexViz, including a visu-
alization representation of a Variant Control Flow Graph (VCFG) and an algorithm
for visualizing information gathered from the DSE process on top of such VCFG to
help tool users diagnose encountered problems.
• An implementation of the PexViz approach in the form of a Visual Studio 2015 exten-
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sion for IntelliTest, an industrial DSE-based tool.
• Initial comparison results on example cases for demonstrating the benefits of our pro-
posed approach and its superiority over the related approaches.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background information for
our proposed approach. Chapter 3 presents related work. Chapter 4 provides two motivating
example cases for the approach. Chapter 5 illustrates the details of the approach. Chapter 6
presents the implementation details of the approach. Chapter 7 discusses initial comparison
results on example cases for the approach and two related approaches. Chapter 8 discusses
limitations of our current work along with future work to address these limitations. Finally
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
This chapter presents background information for our proposed approach: dynamic sym-
bolic execution (DSE) (the test generation technique that our proposed approach is designed
for), parameterized unit tests (the form of unit tests for which dynamic symbolic execution
can be applied on), IntelliTest (the industrial DSE-based tool for which our proposed ap-
proach is implemented), and control flow graph (the basis of the visualization representation
in our approach).
2.1 DYNAMIC SYMBOLIC EXECUTION
Symbolic execution [12–14] was first introduced as a formal, static analysis technique to
assist test generation. In symbolic execution, the program under test is executed with sym-
bolic inputs instead of concrete ones. For each execution, constraints are collected from each
branch statement along the execution path. The conjunction of these constrains is a formula
named path condition. Any input data satisfying the path condition will follow the same path
as the executed one. Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) [2–4] is a variation of symbolic
execution. It is a mixture of both symbolic execution (which is traditionally static analysis)
and concrete execution (which is dynamic analysis). As the normal concrete execution pro-
ceeds, symbolic execution also collects the constraints from conditions in branch statements
that the execution process reaches, thereby constructing the path condition. DSE is often
performed via multiple runs until the predefined halting condition is met such as reaching
the maximum number of runs, the maximum number of executed branches, and the max-
imum timeout limit. The symbolic inputs are updated according to the constraint-solving
solutions, to drive the executions to explore not-yet-covered portions of the program under
test. Different paths are chosen to explore according to the search strategy [5] implemented
in the DSE engine. The search strategy decides which branch to flip next (i.e., negating the
constraint collected from the branch condition associated with the branch), therefore forcing
the program to enter both the “true” and “false” branches of the branch condition at differ-
ent runs. The number of times that a branch is flipped is denoted as flip count. Manually
specified assumptions are specifications of conditions for the DSE engine to generate only
inputs satisfying such conditions, e.g., a parameter should not be null or empty, or should
contain a specific character.
As discussed in Chapter 1, three major problems that prevent DSE-based tools from
achieving high code coverage are (1) object creation problem, (2) external method
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call problem, and (3) boundary problem. Although the tools cannot effectively identify
these problems and resolve them, tool users can provide guidance to the tools to improve
code coverage. For example, to solve object creation problems, the tool users can create
factory methods [9,15], including method sequences [16–18] to construct complex objects to
cover those branches whose coverage requires specific desired states of the objects. External
method call problems can be solved by instrumenting external method calls or provide mock
objects [19–24] to simulate the method behavior. Limiting loop iterations [25] or increase
the resource-limit boundary can help with solving boundary problems.
Listing 2.1: An example parameterized unit test in C#
using System ;
using Microso f t . Pex . Framework ;
using Microso f t . V i sua lStud io . TestTools . UnitTest ing ;
[ PexClass ( typeof ( Program ) ) ]
public p a r t i a l class TestClass {
[ PexMethod ]
public int WhileLoopTest ( [ PexAssumeUnderTest ] Program target ,
int [ ] a , int b)
{
int r e s u l t = t a r g e t . WhileLoop (a , b ) ;
return r e s u l t ;
}
}
2.2 PARAMETRIZED UNIT TEST
Parametrized unit tests [26–28] (PUTs) are a general form of unit tests, as an extension
and generalization to conventional closed unit tests, which take no parameters. PUTs take
parameters and test the designed logic with values generated for the parameters. With
PUTs, developers have control over the parameters: values for the parameters can be gen-
erated manually or automatically through a DSE-based tool. Conventional closed unit tests
can be (re-)obtained by instantiating PUTs with values generated for the parameters. In
our proposed approach, PUTs are the main program that the users of our approach need
to write and modify on. In particular, PUTs are manually written and marked with the
property attribute of PexMethod to be recognized by a DSE-based tool such as Pex [9, 10]
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and its commercial version named IntelliTest. A PUT is executed symbolically by assigning
symbolic variables to parameters. Each run of DSE results in a path condition, which can be
solved to find a solution that instantiates the parameters of the PUT with concrete values.
Listing 2.1 shows an example PUT written in C# for IntelliTest to generate test inputs for
the WhileLoop method.
2.3 INTELLITEST
Our approach is developed for and integrated with IntelliTest, an automated test genera-
tion tool for .NET programs, shipped with the Microsoft Visual Studio 2015/2017 Enterprise
Edition. IntelliTest is the commercial version of Pex [9, 10], a DSE-based test generation
tool. A standard usage of IntelliTest is to configure a test project in Visual Studio to include
a reference to Microsoft.Pex, write a PUT (in the test project) with the attribute property
of PexMethod similar to the example in Listing 2.1, and run IntelliTest’s exploration pro-
cess on the PUT. For PUTs with parameters of complex objects, IntelliTest automatically
guesses the structure and creates factory methods to generate the objects. However, the
aforementioned problems in DSE still apply in the IntelliTest context, and our approach
aims to provide assistance to problem diagnosis when using IntelliTest.
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Figure 2.1: Example Foo method
2.4 CONTROL FLOW GRAPH
A control flow graph [29] (CFG) for a program refers to a graph where all paths on the
graph represent the possible execution ordering of the statements within the program. Each
node in the CFG represents one statement or one block of statements in the program, and
each edge represents the jumps between different statements or statement blocks. Typically
the CFG also contains entry nodes responsible for managing the entering into the CFG, and
exit nodes responsible for managing the ending. Figure 2.2 shows an example CFG for the
Foo method in Figure 2.1. A CFG is the basis of the visualization representation in our
approach.
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Figure 2.2: Example control flow graph for the Foo method in Figure 2.1
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORK
Identifying external method call problem and object creation problem for DSE.
Xiao et al. [6, 7] identify and summarize main problems faced when using DSE to generate
test inputs, and develop a tool named Covana to help address such problems. Through their
study, they find two major causes of insufficient statement or branch coverage: the external
method call problem (EMCP) and the object creation problem (OCP). Although their tool
can identify such problems, their tool’s results are shown to users in textual outputs. The
output format provides limited guidance to the users in addressing the problems because
the output format is not easily understandable and contains long content. In addition, after
initially attempting to address the problems, the users still need to spend time reading
the textual outputs to verify that the problems are indeed solved. In contrast, using a
visualization approach such as the one in this thesis can help the users quickly identify
potential root causes and reduce the investigation time from the iterative process of reading
long textual outputs.
Visualizing DSE information. SEViz [11] is a visualization approach to help tool
users identify problems during DSE. It “interactively visualizes symbolic executions in a
form of symbolic execution trees”. The input of the approach is the program under test
and PUTs manually written for IntelliTest to generate test inputs. The output of the
approach is a directed acyclic interactive graph that combines multiple runs of the symbolic
execution trees into a single tree. The general information gathered through IntelliTest’s
DSE process is organized into interactive windows that the users can easily access through
clicking on the graph. The color schema of the nodes also enables the users to quickly
identify the execution path that fails to generate new test inputs. However, there are two
main limitations of the approach. First, the approach is not scalable to the program under
test that contains loops and recursions due to path explosion. Second, the approach does
not provide sufficient information on identifying problem causes, but relies on the users’
time-consuming investigation to explore possible problem causes. In contrast, our approach
is scalable to a large program under test by reducing the infinite size of the execution tree
to the size of a VCFG for the program. Our approach also consolidates information such as
flip counts to help the users identify potential causes. The prototype [30] of a Visual Studio
plug-in for SEViz is well implemented and used as a baseline for evaluating our PexViz
approach.
Viscovery [31] is a visualization approach to visualize the problem-analysis results and
the coverage information for a DSE tool such as Pex [9, 10]. The input of the approach
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is the program under test, and the output is multiple views containing different diagnosis
information on the DSE exploration result. The implementation also integrates the Covana
tool [6,7] into its Problem View for listing out problems that Covana discovers during DSE
exploration. The contextual view and code view utilize visualization techniques to help the
users quickly identify abnormal flip counts and code coverage areas. The idea of using a
color schema to represent the percentage of covered and flipped code areas is closely related
to the ideas in our approach. A main limitation of their approach is that the color schema
is directly applied to the source code, so the users still need to navigate through complex
code structure to identify points of interest to investigate. In contrast, similar to Jinsight’s
execution view [32], which lets the users view execution sequences of multiple method calls
in a single graph, our approach visualizes the DSE information in a VCFG such that DSE
information across different files is consolidated in the VCFG, without requiring the users
to browse through multiple files and therefore improving the users’ efficiency of problem
diagnosis. Furthermore, although Viscovery is developed for .NET programs being tested by
Pex, its prototype is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in and is loosely integrated with Pex
in Visual Studio. Such loose integration causes usability issues and inconvenience for the
users. In contrast, our approach is developed as a Visual Studio extension tightly integrated
with IntelliTest.
Visual interactive debugging based on symbolic execution. Hahnle et al. [33]
develop a visualization approach to use symbolic execution trees as a debugging application
to help debugging in software development instead of aiding test generation. Their idea
presents a concise representation to visualize loops and recursions with the given contract
specifications and loop invariants. The approach is highly robust to implementation changes
because it separates the contract of a method from its implementation. This important
feature enables developers to write acceptance tests for externally developed libraries without
knowing implementation details. The final output of the approach is a tree whose nodes are
composed of different types of information such as termination condition, loop invariant,
branch name. The information includes different precondition setups but is represented
in a relatively chaotic manner. Using such graph compression techniques [34] does not
directly help the tool users and may cause important information to be ignored by the users.
Although the tool is not deliberately developed to help generate test inputs, it gives ideas
on what a good visualization of symbolic execution should be. More detailed and organized
information gathered from DSE is needed to make their approach more succinct and lossless
in terms of information that helps the users to make decisions. In contrast, our approach
provides multiple sources of useful information such as flip counts and halting reasons of the
DSE process in addition to the VCFG to help the users make decisions.
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Visualizing test information to assist fault localization. Jones et al. [35] develop
an approach that uses colors to visually show the number of times of a statement (within
a method) that appears in a failing or passing test. Using color-coded graphs can enrich
the content of the visualization and make the problem-identification stage shorter. Given
a project that contains an extensive number of tests, the large number of times that tests
fail at a certain statement can indicate that statements near that statement have potential
faults for causing the tests to fail. By taking advantage of the HSV color space [36], which
is more intuitive to human, the color component represents the percentage of passing tests
and the brightness component represents how high percentage the type of dominating test
results (pass or fail) is. The visual cues are helpful to the users because as the problem
scales, human effort to find problem causes from textual data is increased substantially due
to too much redundant information in the textual data. However, their approach is not to
help address problems in DSE for test generation, which is focused by our approach.
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CHAPTER 4: MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
This section presents two motivating examples of problem diagnosis with existing ap-
proaches for a DSE-based test generation tool. The first example is on problem diagnosis
by using IntelliTest shipped with Visual Studio as it is. The second example is on problem
diagnosis by using IntelliTest with the SEViz [11] visualization extension.
The example method under test Resolve used in this chapter is from from the GitSharp [37]
project, an open source C# implementation of Git for .NET framework and Mono. Git-
Sharp is a fairly complex mid-size library for Windows desktop applications using the .NET
framework. As the example method under test, we choose the Resolve method within the
class Repository under the GitSharp.Core package because this method is one of the most
heavily investigated examples for SEViz [11]. This method takes one parameter revision
and outputs the identifier in type ObjectId of the Git object in the current Git repository;
such identifier corresponds to the revision number. The source file of the method that we
use as the example method under test is from revision e5dfc76 from the GitHub GitSharp
project repository. This method contains 289 lines of code composed of 29 if statements, 8
while loops, 7 for loops, and 2 switch statements with 14 different cases.
Listing 4.1: The PUT created for the Resolve method
[ PexMethod ]
public ObjectId ResolveTest (
[ PexAssumeUnderTest ] Repos i tory r epo s i t o ry , string r e v i s i o n )
{
ObjectId r e s u l t = r e p o s i t o r y . Resolve ( r e v i s i o n ) ;
return r e s u l t ;
}
4.1 USING INTELLITEST ONLY
We create a PUT as shown in Listing 4.1 for the Resolve method, and run IntelliTest
with its default configuration. Given the PUT, the DSE process takes two runs, with the
console warning in IntelliTest as shown in Figure 4.1. We next illustrate the detailed steps
of conducting problem diagnosis when running IntelliTest against the PUT.
1. Creating a basic PUT and running IntelliTest with its default configuration result in
generating no test inputs and achieving 0% block coverage. The exploration halts right
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Figure 4.1: Example console warning in IntelliTest
away because IntelliTest is not able to create a Repository object and fails to guess
how to create a Repository object.
2. After reading the error and warning messages produced by IntelliTest, we construct a
factory method as in Listing 4.3 for the class Repository, but IntelliTest still shows no
improvement. After reading online resources/documentation and consulting experts
on how to improve the code coverage under such situation, we are able to adjust
the settings in the PexAssemblyInfo.cs file and add settings related to assembly-level
instrumentation as in Listing 4.2, and then IntelliTest is able to generate 14 test cases
and achieve 18% block coverage.
Listing 4.2: PexAssembly.cs
// Microso f t . Pex . Framework . S e t t i n g s
[ assembly : PexAssemblySettings ( TestFramework =
” Visua lStudioUnitTest ” ) ]
// Microso f t . Pex . Framework . Ins t rumenta t ion
[ assembly : PexAssemblyUnderTest ( ”GitSharp . Core” ) ]
[ assembly : PexInstrumentAssembly ( ”ICSharpCode . SharpZipLib ” ) ]
[ assembly : PexInstrumentAssembly ( ”Tamir . SharpSSH” ) ]
[ assembly : PexInstrumentAssembly ( ”System . Core” ,
Ins t rumentat ionLeve l = PexInstrumentat ionLevel . Excluded ) ]
[ assembly : PexInstrumentAssembly ( ” Mic roso f t . V i sua lBas i c ” ,
Ins t rumentat ionLeve l = PexInstrumentat ionLevel . Excluded ) ]
// Microso f t . Pex . Framework . Crea tab l e
[ assembly : PexCreatableFactoryForDelegates ]
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// Microso f t . Pex . Framework . V a l i d a t i o n
[ assembly :
PexAllowedContractRequiresFai lureAtTypeUnderTestSurface ]
[ assembly : PexAllowedXmlDocumentedException ]
Listing 4.3: Factory method created for the Resolve method
public stat ic p a r t i a l class Repos i toryFactory
{
private stat ic D i r e c t o r y I n f o t ra sh = new D i r e c t o r y I n f o
( Path . Combine ( ” t a r g e t ” , ” t ra sh ” ) ) ;
[ PexFactoryMethod ( typeof ( Repos i tory ) ) ]
public stat ic Repos i tory Create ( )
{
St r ing uniqueId = Guid . NewGuid ( ) . ToString ( ) ;
S t r ing gitdirName = ” t e s t ” + uniqueId + ( ”/” )
+ Constants .DOT GIT;
D i r e c t o r y I n f o g i t d i r = new D i r e c t o r y I n f o (
Path . Combine ( t ra sh . FullName , gitdirName )
) ;




3. Given that the so-far-achieved block coverage ratio is still not desirable, after carefully
examining the source code and report generated by IntelliTest, we notice that there
are repeated warnings about file-related library/method usages. Among 17 different






We speculate that DSE encounters the external method call problem since all of the
preceding classes and their methods interact with the file system. It is a reasonable
speculation because the nature of the GitSharp project is to provide a .NET interface
to manage project files on disk under the Git version control. We further create a
number of mock objects for the preceding classes and involved methods to isolate the
dependency of the file system. It takes about an hour for the author to write the correct
mock objects and integrate them into the test project. After running IntelliTest again
on the PUT, we still observe the block coverage to be as low as 23%.
4. After carefully examining the current generated test inputs, we find that only few of
them contain valid strings (i.e., ones that can be regarded as a revision id) as the
method argument. To figure out where the unflipped branches are located and why
the branches are not flipped, we go through every line of the source code and find
that some of the unflipped branches are expecting the revision id to contain special
characters such as “@” or “ˆ” or special substring sequence such as “tree” or “commit”.
Then we add assumptions to guide constructing strings that may contain some of the
special characters such as PexAssume.IsTrue(revision.StartsWith(‘‘@’’));, and we
finally achieve 56% block coverage after running IntelliTest again.
4.2 USING INTELLITEST WITH SEVIZ
In this section, we use the same PUT shown in Listing 4.1 but run IntelliTest with the
SEViz plugin on the PUT. It is expected that SEViz should be helpful in diagnosing the
causes for low code coverage.
1. Running IntelliTest with the default configuration on the PUT gives 0% block coverage.
The exploration has only 1 run and the output console of IntelliTest shows 5 warnings.
Among the 5 warnings, there are 2 warnings of the object creation problem, 2 warnings
of the uninstrumented method problem (i.e., the external method call problem), and
1 runtime warning. In the visualization produced by SEViz, there are two red nodes
without any edges on the graph. Upon clicking on the nodes, we are able to observe
the status of the nodes as “AbandonedBecauseOfAssumptionViolation”. The provided
information does not help us make any decisions.
2. According to the knowledge that we learn (as described in the preceding section), we
manually create some factory methods and IntelliTest still achieves 0% block coverage.
In the SEViz graph, we observe two red nodes and one green node. Upon clicking
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Figure 4.2: SEViz visualization when IntelliTest achieves 18% block coverage
on the green node, we observe that a new test case is generated for triggering a null-
pointer exception. The visualization is still not helpful yet. However, once we add
the instrumentation settings as in Listing 4.2, IntelliTest achieves 18% block coverage.
Then the SEViz visualization shown in Figure 4.2 becomes more interesting.
3. According to the visualization graph shown in Figure 4.2 produced by SEViz when
IntelliTest achieves 18% block coverage, we observe that the four long consecutive
paths composed of white nodes seem to be taking a large amount of computing resource.
Upon clicking on different white nodes, we are able to examine the corresponding source
code. After clicking through 30 nodes and examining the corresponding source code,
we are able to identify that the majority of the execution nodes are about flipping a
branch related to a file-system call. The branch is checking whether a certain file exists
on disk and keeps failing on coming up with the name of a file that exists on disk. After
we isolate file-system calls with mock objects, IntelliTest achieves 23% block coverage.
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Figure 4.3: SEViz visualization when IntelliTest achieves 23% block coverage
4. In the new visualization graph (shown in Figure 4.3) produced by SEViz when Intel-
liTest achieves 23% block coverage, there are too many nodes and it is really hard to
inspect an individual node without zooming in. By zooming in the graph, we find that
it is difficult to keep track which execution path that we are currently investigating.
We have to constantly go back and forth in different areas of the graph. Clicking on a
node will transfer the window and mouse focus to the source code window, making the
investigation process chaotic with limited screen space, but we manage to identify that
most of the nodes are resulted from trying to flip branches that are looking for specific
patterns in the revision id. Thus, we are able to identify the needed string pattern
from the source code and write an assumption to enforce the needed constraint on
the method argument. At this point, IntelliTest reaches the same coverage as using
IntelliTest alone (56% block coverage).
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4.3 DISCUSSION
Designing a useful visualization system is challenging [38]. The system designer must
understand what information can be useful to the users. After using the two preceding
existing approaches to try to increase the block coverage on the Resolve method in
the GitSharp project, we next discuss the difficulties faced in the investigation process
and what kind of information could help shorten the needed time and focus on the
right locations to diagnosis the faced problem.
(a) The visualization should be scalable on programs with a large execution tree.
A SEViz visualization graph can often have a huge number of nodes. A huge
graph can be produced by SEViz for even a simple program with one or two
loops because loops can be executed for a large number of times. The size of
the graph should not be proportional to the number of all the execution nodes
explored by the DSE engine. Also, majority of the information is repeated in
the case of loops, and the execution keeps executing the same branch. In such
situation, visualizing all the execution nodes causes the graph-size explosion, yet
bringing little new information for problem diagnosis.
(b) It is desirable for the visualization to provide visual correspondence between a
graph node and its corresponding branch condition.
In SEViz, clicking on a node will jump to the corresponding source code. While
such navigation is helpful, it is still difficult to check back and forth in different
windows. There is no direct information on the nodes themselves to indicate which
node corresponds to which line of source code, and it is difficult to remember such
correspondence during the investigation process.
(c) It is desirable for the visualization to provide more information on which branches
are flipped, which ones are not flipped.
In both IntelliTest alone and IntelliTest with SEViz, it is difficult to know which
branches in the source code have been flipped (and how many times) and which
ones have not been. Such information is critical for the users to conduct problem
diagnosis for low code coverage. By quickly identifying an unflipped branch, the
users can quickly inspect its neighboring nodes to find out potential causes.
(d) It is desirable for the visualization to represent the relationship between nodes.
In SEViz, most nodes are connected with edges, but there is no formal definition
of the edges, and these edges do not carry much useful information. Some example
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questions arise. How does one subtree relate to another subtree? Do the subtrees
all start from the same parent branch? How is a node different from another one?
The answers to these questions should be easily available to the users, and more
information on the edges can be conveyed in the visualization.
To satisfy the preceding requirements and address the limitations of the existing ap-
proaches, we design a new visualization approach to present information critical for
problem diagnosis in a scalable and comprehensible way. In the next chapter, we
present our approach.
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CHAPTER 5: PEXVIZ APPROACH
The overview of our approach is shown in Figure 5.1. Our approach consists of three
components: the Variant Control Flow Graph (VCFG) generator, the exploration-data aug-
mentor, and the graph visualizer. The CFG generator reads the program source code and
transforms it into a VCFG representation. In a VCFG, a typical node corresponds to a
branch statement in the program source code, and a directed edge between the starting node
and the ending node indicates the control flow from the branch statement represented by the
starring node to the branch statement represented by the ending node. The exploration-data
augmentor is invoked by the IntelliTest exploration runtime and gathers useful information
to augment the VCFG. Finally, the graph visualizer reads the output VCFG and generates
an interactive visualization front-end to present information to the users.
In the rest of the thesis, we use the following following terminology. DSE exploration
refers to the whole DSE process to search for possible inputs to achieve higher code coverage.
An execution path refers to a path explored during a single run of the DSE exploration.
The path condition for an execution path consists of predicates gathered from the executed
branches; executing any inputs that satisfy the path condition results in the same execution
path. A branching node, being a dynamic concept, is the execution node derived from
an executed branch in an execution path. A branch statement, a static concept, is the
conditional statement in source code. The branch condition, a static concept, for a branch
statement is the boolean predicate from the conditional in the branch statement. A branch,
a dynamic concept, is an outgoing side of executing a branch statement, depending on the
corresponding branch condition’s evaluation result. A predicate is a Boolean expression
whose value can be true or false depending on the values of the variables in the expression.
5.1 VCFG GENERATOR
The VCFG generator reads and parses the program source code and generates a VCFG.
The main functionality of the VCFG generator is recursively scanning the specified program
source code, starting from the method under test specified in the PUT and collecting the
method’s branch statements and the possible execution paths between them.
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Figure 5.1: Components of PexViz
5.1.1 Generating VCFG Nodes
Depth-first search is implemented in the component to gather branch statements and
transform them into VCFG nodes. Each level of the search space is a block of statements.
The entry point of the method under test is represented as the entry VCFG node of the
graph. The VCFG nodes representing the enclosed branch statements of the enclosing branch
statement are regarded as a subgraph connected to the VCFG node corresponding to the
enclosing branch statement. In this process, the component omits any non-branch-type
statements. Basically, the graph includes only statements that are among if, while, for,
and switch statements. After each branch statement is recorded in the graph as a VCFG
node, the branch statement’s corresponding metadata information, such as the line number
and branch condition, is extracted and recorded in the VCFG node.
5.1.2 Generating VCFG Edges
We create a VCFG edge labeled with “True” between the starting VCFG node representing
a branch statement bs to the ending VCFG node representing the first branch statement be
within bs’s true-branch block. If bs contains a false-branch block, a VCFG edge labeled with
“False” is created similarly.
To capture statements’ sequential execution sequence, we use VCFG edges without labels.
For every level of the recursive searching process, the component records a series of VCFG
nodes as leaf positions because their execution paths continue down to their enclosing branch
statement’s next statement when they finish executing. We create VCFG edges between
such VCFG nodes at leaf positions and the first VCFG nodes after their enclosing branch
statement in the source code. For example, in Listing 5.1, after we finish searching with the
branch statement at Line 1, we mark VCFG nodes corresponding to Lines 2 and 6 as leaf
VCFG nodes. When we start to search at Line 10, we create two VCFG edges with no labels
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between the leaf VCFG nodes and the VCFG node corresponding to Line 10. For loop types
of branch statements, we create VCFG edges labeled with “loop” between the nodes at leaf
positions and the overarching branch VCFG node.
Listing 5.1: Code snippet with simple branch statements
1 i f ( x== 1){
2 I f ( y==1 ){
3 a++;
4 }
5 } else {




10 I f ( v==1 ) c++;
5.1.3 Dealing with multiple methods
The classic CFG involves a single method, but constructing a fully connected CFG that
shows all possible paths between all invoked methods in branch statements is necessary for
it to be compatible with DSE results. A method may have multiple return statements, or
the method may not return at all; therefore, it would not work by naively labeling the return
statements as method exit points. By recursively going through each execution path of the
method, we observe and record the final return types of all program paths, and labels them
as exit points. For method calls that the DSE engine has access to source code, we construct
a VCFG for each of the method calls and collect all the exit-point locations. In the case
of multiple nested method calls, the process goes on recursively until it gathers all required
source code information. The final step is to connect the involved methods. In other words, it
creates a complete graph that contains all possible branches in the program path. We create
VCFG edges between all branching nodes that invoke a method call and the start nodes
in the VCFG of the callee method. In this process, we also differentiate between methods
that have the same name and yet have different package names or different parameters
(overloading).
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Figure 5.2: Example generated VCFG
5.1.4 Example of VCFG generation.
As a simple example, we illustrate our process for generating the VCFG for the code
snippet in Figure 5.2. The while (b < 100) statement is determined as the first branch
statement, and therefore we generate a VCFG node labeled with b < 100. After parsing this
statement’s enclosed statements, we generate a VCFG node labeled with foo(b) == 1. We
draw a VCFG edge labeled with “True” between the two VCFG nodes because statement
if (foo(b) == 1) is the first statement in while (b < 100)’s true-branch block. We then
detect that the branch condition contains a method call to foo, and therefore proceed to
generate the VCFG for method foo. In this case, the VCFG contains only the start VCFG
node and the b%2 == 1 VCFG node. We determine the b%2==1 VCFG node to be an exit
point, and therefore draw a VCFG edge between it and the if(foo(b) == 1) VCFG node
to indicate the return relationship. Then, we determine the if(foo(b) == 1) statement as
in a leaf position. When we create the b < 0 VCFG node, we draw a VCFG edge with no
label from the leaf foo(b) == 1 VCFG node to it. Then, we determine b < 0 as in a leaf
position, and draw a VCFG edge with the “Loop” label from its VCFG node to the enclosing
branch statement foo(b) == 1’s VCFG node. Finally, we send the generated VCFG to the
exploration-data augmentor to obtain add-on statistics and information.
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5.2 EXPLORATION-DATA AUGMENTOR
The exploration-data augmentor augments the data collected during the DSE exploration
onto the VCFG created by the VCFG generator. In particular, the augmentor takes the
VCFG and designated PUT written by the users as inputs, and it initiates the DSE explo-
ration process to gather data at runtime. After every single run of DSE ends, the augmentor
analyzes the result, and extracts the branching nodes on the execution path for aggregating
information onto the VCFG nodes. For example, after a single DSE run of a method that
contains two nested if statements, the augmentor extracts the information that the first
if branch statement gets flipped once from “False” to “True”, and therefore the augmentor
increases the flip count by one in the corresponding VCFG node. At the last branching
node of the execution path, the augmentor looks for possible error messages or generated
test inputs, and appends them to the corresponding VCFG node. The path condition con-
tained in each branching node gives hints on which part of the source code the execution
node is located. The augmentor gathers the path conditions, and derives the incremental
path condition based on the difference of path conditions between the current branching
node and its parent branching node. Some branching nodes given by the DSE engine are
implicit checks generated by the DSE engine or preconditions that do not exist in the source
code. Therefore, the augmentor also identifies these branching nodes and exclude them from
further processing.
5.2.1 Matching between VCFG Nodes and branching nodes in DSE
It is difficult to accurately fit the collected information onto the VCFG. The path-condition
predicate from each branching node might differ from the actual branch condition in the
source code. For example, if a branch is written as if(x != 5), the path-condition predicate
obtained from the DSE engine is x == 5. Furthermore, the augmentor needs information
on whether the execution is stepping into the true-branch block or false-branch block of
a branch statement so the augmentor can provide correct candidate VCFG node for the
next branching node from DSE to append data to. Direct mapping by line numbers in
the source code could address the issue, but unfortunately, such information is not always
available or accurate in IntelliTest. Therefore, we choose two alternative techniques for
checking whether a branch condition is equivalent to an incremental path condition, i.e., a
path-condition predicate. The first technique is to extract the symbols and operators from
the two conditions, and compare their syntactic differences. The second technique is to
construct a truth table, and test the two predicates from the two conditions by instantiating
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the symbols in the predicates with randomly sampled input data (note that this technique
works for only primitive-type symbols such as integer and string).
5.2.2 Issues with variable name and value
If symbolic values are used as arguments for method invocation in branch conditions, it is
likely that the corresponding parameters’ names would be different in the caller method and
the callee method. To track the correspondence, the parameter name of the callee method is
saved onto a name stack. As the execution enters a new method or returns from a previous
method, we push or pop the new name onto the name stack and keep track of it. It is also
possible that a symbolic value changes (e.g., incremented) or becomes a concrete value in
the execution because of constant-value assignment. For example, suppose x is a symbolic
variable and there exists an increment statement on x such as x++;, in a later incremental
path condition, this symbolic value can show up as x+1, which prevents us from mapping this
incremental path condition to a correct VCFG node. Therefore, to address the issue, each
symbolic variable is also tracked whether it is changed to a different value using a dictionary.
5.2.3 Collected information
This component collects the following information for each VCFG node. Note that the
current VCFG node aggregates information from DSE execution paths along both true and
false branches of the VCFG node’s corresponding branch statement.
• Incremental path condition, being the predicate gathered from the branching nodes
correspond to the current VCFG node. This information helps the users learn about
the variety of the branching nodes. Note that the path condition is included in a
different display location, i.e., in the pop-up window after clicking the node.
• Flip count, being the aggregated flip count of the constraint gathered from the incre-
mental path conditions of the current VCFG node. This information helps the users
learn the amount of effort that the DSE spends on the branch statement corresponding
to the current VCFG node.
• Implicit checks. Some path conditions are not from the program but generated by
the DSE-based tool such as nullity checking. We flag whether the incremental path
condition is one of such implicit checks. Such information is not a displayed property.
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• Run index. The DSE-based tool might run for multiple times on the same program,
and each DSE run is uniquely indexed. The run index is a comma-separated list of
all DSE runs that include the branch statement corresponding to the current VCFG
node.
• Branch statement line number, being the line number of the branch statement corre-
sponding to the current VCFG node. This information helps the users quickly find the
corresponding source code if there is any confusion due to similar statements.
• Generated tests, being a comma-separated list of all generated test inputs at the current
VCFG node.
• Reason of halting, being a comma-separated list of all the reasons of why the current
execution path stops at the current VCFG node.
We provide easy access of the preceding information to the users. Without such infor-
mation, the users need to check both the IntelliTest output console and source code
structure to dig out such information.
5.3 GRAPH VISUALIZER
The graph visualizer includes the visualization front-end to display the VCFG graph and
information on it. In particular, to improve the guidance provided by the visualization result,
we present an interactive graph with rich information to help the users. We use different
colors and shapes to encode the information that the VCFG nodes contain and to help the
users easily differentiate the different situations represented by the VCFG nodes. In the
graph, each VCFG node represents one branch statement from the source code. We extract
and use the Boolean predicate within the branch statement as the label for the VCFG node
so that the users can quickly identify which line of code the branch statement belongs to.
In case there are the same or similar branch conditions from the source code for multiple
VCFG nodes, the users can click on each VCFG node to see the actual line number of the
branch statement in the source code. Flip count is also shown on the VCFG node’s label for
convenience because it is an informative statistic in DSE exploration. The VCFG edges in the
graph represent the execution flow of the program from one branch statement to the other.
Self edges and back edges are possible as well to indicate loops. The arrows on the VCFG
edges indicate the direction of the execution flow. It is possible to have two-way VCFG
edges between VCFG nodes. According to the data gathered in the previous components,
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the graph visualizer renders the information into color codes, text labels, and textual data
in the pop-up window. During this process, we visualize the following information:
• Shapes:
– A rectangle represents a VCFG node for a branch statement in the source code.
– A circle represents a utility VCFG node, such as an entry point.
• Fill color:
– White represents that the branch statement in the VCFG node does not con-
tain symbolic variables in its branch condition. White indicates lower inspection
priority.
– Green represents that the branch statement does contain symbolic variables and
has been reached at least once during the DSE exploration. Green is a safe color
to indicate less threat to achieving code coverage.
– Orange represents an un-flipped branch statement that contains symbolic vari-
ables. Orange is a warning color to indicate a threating factor.
– Red represents an unreached branch statement during the DSE exploration. Red
indicates a fatal error that should not appear.
– Blue represents a utility VCFG node, such as an entry node, which is a node that
does not come from the source code.
5.4 VISUALIZATION EXAMPLE
Listing 5.2: Method Minus
1 public int Minus ( int xx )
2 {
3 string path = @”C:\mytest . txt ” ;
4 string value = F i l e . ReadAllText ( path ) ;
5 i f ( xx == 1)
6 {
7 for ( int i = 0 ; i < value . Length ; i++)
8 {
9 i f ( va lue [ 1 5 ] == ’ c ’ )
10 xx++;
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16 i f ( xx == 150)
17 return 0 ;
18 }
19 return 1 ;
20 }
Listing 5.3: PUT for method Minus
1 [ PexMethod ]
2 public int MinusTest ( [ PexAssumeUnderTest ] Program target ,
3 string value , int xx )
4 {
5 int r e s u l t = t a r g e t . Minus ( xx ) ;
6 return r e s u l t ;
7 }
For the Minus method in Listing 5.2, we present an example on how PexViz’s visualization
is helpful in determining the problem cause of the low code coverage.
After creating the PUT shown in Listing 5.3 and running IntelliTest, we find that the block
coverage reported by the IntelliTest console is 1/12. From PexViz’s visualization shown in
Figure 5.3, the users can easily observe that the orange VCFG nodes are not flipped and
one red VCFG node indicates unreached branch statement by the DSE exploration. By
clicking on the red VCFG node, the users can observe that the DSE engine encounters a
“FileNotFound” Exception from the “generated test” attribute. By looking at the red VCFG
node’s label, the users can easily observe that it corresponds to Line 5 in the source code.
The users can infer that the exception comes from the lines related to file-system API calls
before Line 5 since the red VCFG node indicates that Line 5 is never reached.
Listing 5.4: PUT with mock object for method Minus
1 [ PexMethod ]
2 public int MinusTest ( [ PexAssumeUnderTest ] Program target ,
3 string value , int xx )
4 {
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5 using ( ShimsContext . Create ( ) )
6 {
7 System . IO . Fakes . ShimFile . ReadAllTextStr ing = ( x ) =>
8 {
9 return value ;
10 } ;
11 System . IO . Fakes . ShimFile . E x i s t s S t r i n g = ( x ) => true ;
12
13 int r e s u l t = t a r g e t . Minus ( xx ) ;
14 return r e s u l t ;
15 }
16 }
The problem can be solved by creating a mock object for the File object as shown in List-
ing 5.4. Running IntelliTest with PexViz again yields 10/12 block coverage. To investigate
why the 2 remaining blocks are not covered, the users can look at the PexViz visualization
shown in Figure 5.4. In the graph, majority of the VCFG nodes are in the green color, but
one VCFG node is orange. As the orange color indicates that the branch statement does not
get flipped, the possible cause for low block coverage could be from that branch statement.
By inspecting the orange VCFG node, the users can trace back to the source code and
discover that the condition is too strict to be flipped for branch statement xx == 150. The
detailed reasons can be found in Chapter 7 for a similar problem. After adding a PexAssume
statement such as PexAssume.IsTrue(value[15] == ’c’) to the PUT, the DSE exploration
is able to construct correct strings for variable value to flip the branch statement xx == 150
and obtains 11/12 block coverage.
After further inspecting the visualization to find the cause for not covering the remaining
1 block, we find that the majority of the VCFG nodes have non-white colors and they
all have similar flip counts. It can be inferred that the branch statements represented by
these VCFG nodes have a high chance to be covered by the generated tests; therefore,
the problematic not-covered block should come from the white VCFG node that represents
the branch statements without symbolic value. By clicking on the white VCFG node and
inspecting its source code, the users can find that the block can never be covered because
i is always positive. The users can thus make the decision to omit it or modify the source
code to correct the problem.
In summary, the PexViz approach provides the following benefits in the example:
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• The colors and shapes of VCFG nodes help the users quickly identify un-flipped and
unreached branch statements.
• The branch condition in the labels of VCFG nodes helps the users quickly identify the
associated branch statement in the source code.
• The flip count statistic in the labels of VCFG nodes provides valuable and easily
accessible statistic for understanding the DSE exploration.
• The “reason of halting” and other information embedded in the VCFG nodes help the
users quickly associate the information with the associated branch statements.
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Figure 5.3: PexViz Visualization for method Minus
Figure 5.4: PexViz Visualization for method Minus with mock object
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CHAPTER 6: IMPLEMENTATION
We implement our PexViz approach in C# as an extension to Visual Studio 2015. Our
implementation includes three main components.
6.1 VCFG GENERATOR
The VCFG generator takes an input the target program’s source code and outputs a cus-
tomized QuickGraph object representing the control flow relationships in the program on a
graph along with some metadata. The graph is serialized to the XML format and stored
on disk. The implementation involves classic compiler techniques and utilizes static analysis
techniques to analyze the variable dependency and function dependency. The actual imple-
mentation of the VCFG generator utilizes the .NET Compiler Platform SDK i.e., Roslyn1
APIs for parsing source code.
6.2 EXPLORATION-DATA AUGMENTOR
The exploration-data augmentor first de-serializes the graph from the XML format file
to a QuickGraph object. Then the exploration-data augmentor initiates the DSE process
and hooks on different life cycles of the DSE processes (e.g., before each run, after each
run, before exploration) to record information. The implementation of this exploration-data
augmentor utilizes multiple data structures to record data such as Stack and Dictionary.
The annotated graph is then serialized again to be stored in the XML format.
6.3 GRAPH VISUALIZER
The graph visualizer is implemented based on the Windows Presentation Foundation
(WPF)2 presentation system. The graphing capability relies on customized libraries of
GraphSharp3 and QuickGraph4.
A customized visualization layout is defined in the XAML format. A C# component reads







with the layout specified in the XAML file. The interactive components are action listeners
written in C# to handle events such as zooming in and out, clicking and hovering with
mouse. The customized generator for VCFG nodes is implemented to draw VCFG nodes
according to the GraphSharp graph at runtime with the specified styles. Various layout
algorithms are adapted and modified for better representation.
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CHAPTER 7: CASE STUDY
This chapter presents a case study for problem diagnosis with our PexViz approach when
running IntelliTest on two example code snippets, and diagnosing the boundary problem
and object creation problem being faced, respectively. We also provide comparison with
the default IntelliTest and SEViz being used for problem diagnosis on the same example
snippets. The first code snippet is a modified bubble sort method from DSA1 project. The
second code snippet is from XUnit2 project.
7.1 PROBLEM DIAGNOSIS FOR A BOUNDARY PROBLEM
For the code snippet of BubbleSort in Figure 7.1, we diagnose the faced boundary problem
and try to improve block coverage achieved by IntelliTest. After creating a PUT for the
code snippet and adding the SEViz and PexViz attribute properties to the test method
for triggering SEViz and PexViz, respectively, we run IntelliTest exploration with default
settings and obtain 11/14 block coverage. The IntelliTest console result indicates that 122
runs have completed until the engine stops because of reaching the timeout boundary.
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the interfaces of the IntelliTest console result and SEViz on
the code snippet, respectively. The IntelliTest console result shows that IntelliTest achieves
11/14 block coverage, and generates 6 inputs that cover different blocks, along with 2 inputs
that trigger exceptions. The warning message states that exploration ends due to reaching
the boundary of “maximum runs without new tests”. This particular information provides
no further explanation of the fact that DSE fails to cover these 3 remaining blocks. In the
graph generated by SEViz, in short as the SEViz graph, there are 276 nodes labeled with
index numbers, much more than the 5 nodes in the graph generated by PexViz, in short
as the PexViz graph. It is difficult for the users to navigate or digest the large amount
of information efficiently from the SEViz graph to spot out useful information. To inspect
different nodes in the SEViz graph, the users have to focus on the pop-up window to look
for the incremental path condition and guess which branch in the source code that a node
corresponds to. It is difficult for the users to associate different subtrees together because
the users do not have direct information on what the nodes are about and the relationships
between different nodes. However, by clicking through a large number of starting nodes in




Figure 7.1: A code snippet of BubbleSort where a boundary problem is faced
for these nodes. Consequently, we suspect that the branch statement associated with such
nodes may be related to the undesired coverage situation, but we could not infer further
meaningful actionable results.
Next we investigate the PexViz graph as shown in Figure 7.4. There are 6 VCFG nodes in
the PexViz graph, which has 97.8% fewer nodes than the 276 nodes from the SEViz graph
for the users to inspect. We start examining the PexViz graph from the blue entry VCFG
node. We can directly observe the clear correspondence between VCFG nodes and branch
statements through the VCFG node labels. Thus, such mechanism saves us navigation time
in contrast to clicking through each of the 276 nodes in the SEViz graph. The orange VCFG
node showing 0 flip count immediately draws our attention with distinct color compared to
all other VCFG nodes’ colors. According to the orange VCFG node’s label, the condition is
expected to be evaluated to “True” if the length of the number array is larger than 200. To
gain further understanding of the reason why the branch is not flipped, we examine the three
neighboring green VCFG nodes. All three green VCFG nodes have flip count of around 120.
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Figure 7.2: IntelliTest console result on running IntelliTest against BubbleSort
The information on the generated test inputs that we observe after clicking on the three green
VCFG nodes indicates that the array with length larger than 200 is not created. The DSE
process stops before it is able to generate an array with length 200; therefore, increasing the
bound of the maximum number of runs can be a solution to the problem. After we increase
the maximum-run bound, IntelliTest manages to reach 14/14 (100%) block coverage.
7.2 PROBLEM DIAGNOSIS FOR AN OBJECT CREATION PROBLEM
We create a PUT for the code snippet of GetMessage in Figure 7.5 and run IntelliTest
with SEViz and PexViz, respectively. Based on the information in the IntelliTest console
result, the exploration stops after 3 runs and achieves 11/21 block coverage, and there are
no warnings.
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the interfaces of the IntelliTest console result and SEViz on the
code snippet, respectively. The IntelliTest console result shows that the tool achieves 11/21
block coverage with 1 generated input, and there is no warning message. The information
is quite limited to help the users figure out where and what the problem is for causing DSE
not to cover the remaining 10 blocks. In the SEViz graph, there are 8 nodes. After we
click and activate the nodes on the left, the pop-up windows show no useful information
other than the generated test input in the green node. There is no source-code mapping or
path condition recorded for the nodes. For the orange node on the left, we can see that the
incremental path condition is msg == (Exception)null but it still gives no insight on why
and which branches or statements are not covered.
In contrast, the PexVix graph shown in Figure 7.8 includes 5 VCFG nodes connected by a
straight line. Two white VCFG nodes do not contain symbolic values; therefore, they have
lower priority to be inspected. The two orange VCFG nodes that have symbolic values in the
branch condition have 0 flip count. We notice that both branches of the orange VCFG nodes
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Figure 7.3: SEViz visualization on running IntelliTest against BubbleSort
relate to some properties of the symbolic variable ex such as its object value and object-field
values. By going back to the source code, we observe the type of symbolic variable ex is
not primitive but is of an Exception class type. Looking at the not-flipped branches again
together with the inputs generated by IntelliTest, we find that the guessed object ex does
not have the states to satisfy the negation of the constraints from these branches. With such
information, we construct a factory method to synthesize an Exception object that can have
varied states, and then running IntelliTest again yields 21/21 (100%) block coverage.
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Figure 7.4: PexViz visualization on on running IntelliTest against BubbleSort
Figure 7.5: A code snippet of GetMessage where an object creation problem is
faced
Figure 7.6: IntelliTest console result on running IntelliTest against GetMessage
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Figure 7.7: SEViz visualization on running IntelliTest against GetMessage
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Figure 7.8: PexViz visualization on on running IntelliTest against GetMessage
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION
This chapter discusses the limitations of the current PexViz approach and implementation
along with our planned future work to address such limitations.
8.1 COLOR SCHEMA
The color schema for VCFG nodes with different situations is currently a fixed setting.
Five different colors represent five different situations but the meanings of the assigned
colors do not follow a uniform or comprehensible standard. In future work, we plan to use a
different color space and wider color range to provide users richer information. For example,
in order to make the different color dimensions more sensible to human vision, we plan to
use the HSV color space [36], with the planned color schema as follows:
• H (Hue, range: 0-360): =(FlipCount/MaximumFlipCount) ∗ 360
• V (Value/Brightness, range: 0-100):NumberOfErrorsAndWarnings
TotalNumerOfWarnings
∗ 100
8.2 INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH VCFG EDGE
In our current approach, there is no direct visual information about whether a branching
node is flipped from the false branch to the true branch or from the true branch to the false
branch. Currently the displayed flip count associated with a VCFG node is the sum of the
number of flippings from the false branch to the true branch and the number of flippings from
the true branch to the false branch. Such detailed information differentiating the flipping
direction can help tool users identify whether DSE exploration spends sufficient resources
on flipping the “most rewarding” branching nodes. To provide such detailed information to
the tool users, our Data Augmentor can gather it during the exploration runtime, and then
our Visualizer can visualize the thickness of a VCFG edge according to the number of times
such edge is explored/traversed.
We next use an example to illustrate the preceding limitation and planned work to address
it. For the code snippet in Figure 8.1, steps are taken to write a PUT and then run IntelliTest
with PexViz on the PUT. The IntelliTest console shows 10/11 block coverage reached and
the process stops after 109 runs due to reaching the default setting “Max runs without new
tests” of 100. At the first glance, the visualization in Figure 8.2 shows a similar layout as
the example boundary problem in the case study (Chapter 7). The VCFG node x == 300 is
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Figure 8.1: A code snippet of TestLoop3 where a boundary problem is faced
colored with orange, and x is not large enough to satisfy the constraint from the conditional.
However, increasing the threshold of max runs does not help increase the coverage ratio.
By carefully examining the source code, we notice that in order to increase x, y[i] has to
be equal to 15 for at least 300 minus 90 times. From the current visualization, there is not
much information to provide more insights; however, if the VCFG edges are visualized with
thickness, we can easily notice the flipping on the VCFG node y[i] == 15 mostly happens
from the false-to-true direction, indicating that y[i] is initialized with a non-15 value (in
fact being 0, the default value for the integer type). In the end, the number of loop iterations
(reflecting the number of y-array elements) cannot be expanded to be equal or greater than
210. Note that expanding the loop (increasing the array length) is through the flipping of
the loop condition i < y.Length (in the last loop iteration) from false to true. Thus, the
true branch of x == 300 (in the orange node) is never covered after the end of the DSE
exploration. A solution to cover the true branch of x == 300 after knowing such information
is to add an assumption to specify the length of y to be greater than 210 and/or the values
in the array to be 15.
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In this thesis, we have presented a visualization approach named PexViz that helps users
of a tool based on Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) better understand and diagnose
the encountered problems. PexViz reduces the large search space for problem root causes
by aggregating and visualizing information gathered through DSE exploration. We have
presented the motivations for our approach by investigating the limitations of previous ap-
proaches, and illustrated our design decisions for the visualization in our approach. We have
provided a comparison between our approach and two related previous approaches (Intel-
liTest and SEViz). Our initial comparison results on example cases have demonstrated the
benefits of our PexViz approach and its superiority over the related approaches. In future
work, we plan to conduct a user study to further assess the usability of our PexViz approach
to assist tool users for diagnosing the faced problems when applying a DSE-based tool.
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